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Nomenclature
CCOCP
HPCT
JPT
KIAS
MEBP
OWE
RACF
RCS
SAS
STO
STOL
STOVL
TET
V/STOL
VSRA
/_ COIT
_Sn
Y
A
0
A
A*
AR
ap
eng
fp
combustion chamber outer casing pressure,
psia
high-pressure compressor temperature, °K
jet pipe temperature
knots indicated airspeed
main engine bleed pressure, psia
operational weight empty
RCS bleed correction factor based on
butterfly valve setting
reaction control system
stability augmentation system
short takeoff
short takeoff and landing
short takeoff and vertical landing
turbine entry temperature
vertical or short takeoff and landing
V/STOL systems research aircraft
corrected bleed differential pressure
engine nozzle deflection angle from
horizontal, degrees
ratio of specific heats
change in a quantity
RCS shutter valve deflection angle, degrees
duct cross-sectional area at pressure tap, in 2
cross-sectional area of flow where M = 1,
in 2
ratio of nozzle cross-sectional area to duct
cross-sectional area at a pressure tap
aft pitch RCS nozzle
calibrated engine
front pitch RCS nozzle
IXX
Iyy
isen
L
lw
lwd
lwu
M
M
rn
mcorr
mfp
N
P
Po
R
D,V
rwd
rwu
sim
T
T
tp
tot
X
Y
yaw
Z
aircraft x-axis moment of inertia, slug-ft 2
aircraft y-axis moment of inertia, slug-ft 2
aircraft z-axis moment of inertia, slug-ft 2
isentropic
aircraft rolling moment, ft-lbf
left-wing RCS nozzle
left-wing downblowing RCS nozzle
left-wing upblowing RCS nozzle
Mach number
aircraft• pitching moment, ft-lbf
mass flow rate, lbm/sec
corrected bleed flow rate,
corrected mass flow_eter,
(lbm/sec) (4_K/psia)
aircraft yawing moment, ft-lbf
static pressure, psig
stagnation or total pressure, psia
gas constant for air, 1716 ft-lbf/(slug °R)
right-wing RCS nozzle
right-wing downblowing RCS nozzle
right-wing upblowing RCS nozzle
simulation
temperature, °K
thrust, lbf
thrust parameter, Ibf/psig
total
aircraft body x-axis component
aircraft body y-axis component
yaw RCS nozzles
aircraft body z-axis component
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Summary
Using a calibrated Rolls-Royce Pegasus engine and
existing aircraft instrumentation and pressure taps, total
and individual nozzle reaction control system (RCS)
bleed flow rates have been measured on a YAV-8B
Harrier during typical short takeoff, transition, hover, and
vertical landing maneuvers. RCS thrust forces were
calculated from RCS nozzle total pressure measurements,
and control power was determined from the moments
produced by these thrusts and the aircraft's moments of
inertia. These data document the characteristics of the
YAV-8B RCS with its basic stability augmentation
system (SAS) engaged. Advanced control system designs
for the YAV-8B can be compared to the original SAS
based on the total bleed use and the percentage of avail-
able bleed used. In addition, the peak and mean values of
the bleed and control power data can be used for sizing
the reaction controls for a future short takeoff and vertical
landing (STOVL) aircraft.
Introduction
All WSTOL aircraft require a system to control attitude
in low-speed flight, where the conventional aerodynamic
controls are ineffective. In both existing subsonic, and
some proposed supersonic, V/STOL fighters, a reaction
control system (RCS) is used that diverts high-pressure
bleed air from the engine to nozzles located at the
aircraft's extremities. The RCS nozzle shutters, which
control the RCS thrust forces by changing the nozzle exit
areas, are usually connected in parallel with the conven-
tional control surfaces. Since the air bled from the engine
reduces the engine thrust available in the flight regime
where high thrust is needed, the RCS bleed requirement
must be minimized.
Early in the design of the Harrier, the concept of a time
mean bleed was established to represent quasi-steady
bleed demands that the RCS made on the aircraft engine
in hover and V/STOL flight (ref. 1). These "quasi-steady"
demands generally represented the control activity to
maintain the trim state of the aircraft in hover. Flight
measurements on technology-demonstrator aircraft such
as the Kestrel established the bleed characteristics for
each aircraft axis during various flight phases, as the
example in figure 1 shows. The sum of the individual axis
bleed rates was used to determine an average bleed
demand for the engine during each maneuver. Rolls-
Royce sized the Pegasus engine to provide constant
thrust for bleed levels up to this mean total bleed, with
turbine entry temperature (TET) limits dictating a thrust
reduction for higher bleed rates (fig. 2). The result of this
work is that the Pegasus engine provides sufficient bleed
to the Harrier RCS during all phases of flight without
seriously degrading the engine thrust.
Designers of future tactical STOVL aircraft need
experimentally determined measures of the demands the
RCS makes of the Pegasus engine and of the control
power the Harrier pilot uses during V/STOL operations.
To these ends, total and individual RCS nozzle bleed rate
data have been collected during flights of NASA Ames
Research Center's YAV-8B Harrier. This same aircraft
serves as the V/STOL Systems Research Aircraft
(VSRA), which is being used for advanced controls and
displays research. These bleed rates, which have never
before been measured on this aircraft in flight, may differ
somewhat from those used in sizing the original Harrier
RCS because the YAV-8B aircraft was flown with its
basic SAS engaged. Analysis of the data has yielded the
on- and off-axis control power contributions of the RCS
bleed during hover maneuvers.
The information presented in this paper serves two
purposes. First, data for bleed and control power usage
can be compared to data collected during future flights of
the VSRA to quantify the changes in bleed demand
resulting from the implementation of advanced flight
control systems. Second, the bleed and control power data
can contribute to the sizing of reaction controls and
possibly other low-speed control effectors in new STOVL
aircraft designs.
Reaction Control System Description
Figure 3 shows the layout of the Harrier RCS. The major
components of this system are the butterfly valve, the
bleed air ducts, and the RCS nozzles. As the aircraft
transitions from conventional flight to hover, the butterfly
valve opens to pressurize the RCS ducts with air bled
from the engine compressor. A mechanical interconnec-
tion with the engine nozzle's deflection angle determines
the butterfly valve's position, a 36 ° engine nozzle
deflection corresponding to a fully open butterfly valve.
The duct leading away from the butterfly valve splits into
two sections leading forward and aft: the forward section
supplies bleed air to the front pitch nozzle and to the wing
RCS nozzles through two branch ducts, while the aft
section leads to two opposed yaw nozzles and a rear pitch
nozzle.
The conventional aircraft controls are linked in parallel to
the RCS valves so that control is continuous from high
speed down to hover. The front pitch RCS valve opens
withaftlongitudinalpilotstickinput,producinganose-
uppitchingmoment.Therearpitchvalve,gearedto
stabilatordeflection,createsanose-downpitching
moment.Pedalinputsopentheyawvalves,producing
yawingmomentsofthesamesignasthecorresponding
rudderdeflection.Last,lateralstickdeflectionsopena
downblowingwingvalveononeortheotherofthewing
tipstoproducearollingmomentofthesamesignasthe
correspondingconventionalai erondeflection.Foraileron
deflectionsbeyond6.5°trailingedgedownward,theRCS
valveontheoppositewingopensaswell,butinthe
upblowingdirection.Thisfeatureincreasestheroll
controlpower.
Threeof theRCSnozzlesandtheirvalvemechanisms
appearinfourdetailedrawingsinfigure3.Eachvalve
consistsofashutterthatslidesoverthenozzlexit.Inthe
caseofthepitchandrollvalves,theshutterpivotsabouta
luglocatedonthenozzlebodyitself.Theyawvalve
shuttersshareacommonattachmentarmsothatasingle
rotationopensonevalveshutterwhilesimultaneously
movingtheothershuttertoanover-closedposition.As
therollvalvesmustprovidebothupblowingand
downblowingbleedflow,thevalveshuttersonthese
nozzlescanpivotineitherdirection.Fordownbiowing
thrust,heshutterrotatesothatitsbottomedgeispulled
awayfromthenozzleopening,inamannersimilartothat
oftheotherRCSvalveoperations.Theupperportionof
therollvalveshutterformsacurveductsothatwhenthe
shutterrotatespastheclosedpositionwithoppositestick
input,theairpassesintotheductandexhaustsinthe
oppositedirectiontothenormalnozzleflow,producing
upblowingthrust.WhiletheRCSvalvesaremechanically
simple,clearancesmustbemaintainedbetweenthevalve
shutterandthenozzleopeningsothatheshutterwillnot
bindduringoperation.Sinceatruesealbetweenthevalve
shutterandthenozzleisnotpractical,theRCSleaks
whenevertheductsarepressurized,venwiththevalves
nominallyclosed.
Inadditiontothepilot'scontrolinputs,alimited-
authority,simplexStabilityAugmentationSystem(SAS)
mayalsocommandRCSvalvedeflections.SAScontrol
authorityissummarizedintable1.Thissystemimproves
thecontrollabilityoftheaircraftinhoverandtransition
maneuvers,espondingprimarilytobody-axisrotational
ratesandlateralacceleration.Whenarmedbythepilot,
theSASautomaticallyengageswhentheflapsorthe
landingearareextendedandautomaticallydisengages
whentheaircraftreaches250KIAS.
Table I. Stability augmentation system control
authority (ref. 2)
Control surface/ A control ARCS
RCS nozzle surface opening, % of
deflection, deg full open
Stabilator/front pitch -1.5 28
Stabilator/aft pitch +1.5 19
Aileron/roll +2.0 16
Rudder/yaw +_5.0 50
Bleed Flow Measurement Methods
The next two subsections describe the methods that were
used to measure the RCS bleed flow on the YAV-8B
Harrier during the flight tests. The first subsection
describes the Rolls-Royce Pegasus engine data that were
used to calculate the RCS total bleed flow demand. This
description is followed by a method for calculating
individual RCS nozzle bleed flow rates using previously
documented YAV-8B data and pressure tap data recorded
during the flight tests.
Total Bleed Flow Measurement
From tests conducted in 1987, Rolls-Royce developed an
RCS calibration curve for the Pegasus engine used in the
NASA YAV-8B (ref. 3). Given the temperature from the
high-pressure compressor (HPCT), the combustion
chamber outer casing pressure (CCOCP), and the main
engine bleed pressure (MEBP) from the combustion
chamber, the amount of bleed flow that the RCS diverts
from the engine can be calculated. The bleed differential
pressure is defined as the difference between the combus-
tion chamber outer casing pressure and the main engine
bleed pressure. The normalized bleed differential pressure
APcorr can then be calculated:
Bleed Differential Pressure, psig
APc°rr = Main Engine Bleed Pressure, psia
The engine calibration equation, as derived from
reference 3, determines the normalized bleed flow rate,
rncorr, in units of (lbm/sec) (_):
riacorr = 832.51205(APcorr) 0'25
- 1350.33211 (APcorr) 0'333
+ 667.14185(APcorr) 0"5
- 122.21912(APcorr) - 37.39326
(1)
(2)
Theenginebleedflowrate,ria,inlbm/seccanbefound
from
th [ MEBP,psia1
m= corrL# ? (3)
Reference 3 states that the bleed flow rates established for
the YAV-8B Pegasus engine are consistent with rates
from previous RCS calibration tests on earlier builds of
this engine.
The available bleed is defined as the maximum amount of
bleed air that the engine can supply to the RCS and is a
function of MEBP and HPCT. This is distinct from the
maximum bleed that the engine could produce at maxi-
mum thrust, as the available bleed varies with engine
operating condition. Mathematically, the available bleed
in lbm/sec is found from
MEBP, psia ]Available Bleed = 4.09119 RACE L _--_ -_K (4)
where RACF is a pressure-drop correction factor for the
position of the RCS butterfly valve. As stated in the
description of the RCS, a mechanical interconnection
between the engine nozzles and the butterfly valve
determines the valve's position. As the engine nozzle
deflection angle is decreased, the butterfly valve begins to
close, gradually increasing the pressure drop across this
valve. Hence, RACF is represented as a function of
engine nozzle deflection angle, as shown in table 2.
Table 2. RACF values as a function of engine nozzle
angle (ref. 2)
Engine nozzle deflection angle,
(degrees)
Value for
RACF
0°<Sn <2 ° 0
2°< _n < 15° (i_)n-2°)/13°
_n > 15° 1
Individual RCS Nozzle Bleed Flow Rates
While the calibrated engine provides total bleed flow
information, the allocation of bleed flow to each RCS
nozzle requires additional information. The method
introduced here uses previously determined nozzle mass
flow characteristics obtained from British Aerospace
ground tests (ref. 4).
Individual RCS nozzle mass flow rates for the Harrier
appear in reference 4 as normalized functions of
valve opening. These air flow functions, in the forna,
(ria_fT)/Po, will be termed "mass flow parameters '
(mfp) in this report. Modifications to the mfp to more
accurately account for RCS nozzle leakage are used in
this analysis. These changes are tabulated in appendix A
and are documented in reference 5. Rotary potentiometers
located on the RCS valve shutters provided accurate
measurements of the valve openings during the fight and
ground tests and hence established the mfp for each valve.
Temperature and stagnation pressure at each RCS nozzle
are the only other measurements necessary for determin-
ing the nozzle mass flow rate via the equation
fia = P°(mfP) (5)
The mass flow rate, ria, is given in lbm/sec, with Po in
psia and T in degrees Kelvin. According to reference 6,
temperature losses in the RCS ducts are negligible, so the
HPCT measurement is used to represent the temperature
ateach RCS nozzle. Using static pressure measurements
near the RCS nozzles, isentropic flow theory in combina-
tion with the nozzle mass flow characteristics can be used
to derive the stagnation pressure, Po, at each RCS nozzle.
A static pressure tap was installed just upstream of the
bend in each nozzle, as figure 4 shows. The flow between
the pressure tap and the nozzle exit is assumed to be
isentropic. In general, the mass flow rate per unit of cross-
sectional area, ria/A, is related to the stagnation pressure,
temperature, and Mach number in the following way:
(_,+1)
1 (6)
Since the duct pressure ratio is normally well above the
critical value, the RCS nozzle exits are normally choked
(M = 1). If A* is the cross-sectional area at the nozzle
exit, then
(7+I)
ria _ Po'q_ (2__2__')2(y-1) = Po (0.68473) (7)
A-_ R.f_ _ 7+1) _ ..
where it has been assumed that 7 = 1.4. This equation can
be solved for A*. Substituting equation (5) for the mass
flow rate, using a value of 1716 ft-lbf/(slug °R) for R and
converting to units consistent with the normalized bleed
flow data (1.8 °R/°K and 32.2 Ibm/slug), leads to equation
A* =2.52167(mfp) (8)
Dividing both sides of equation (8) by the area of the
RCS duct at the pressure tap, A, yields the area ratio for
sonic flow:
A* 2.5_167(mfp) (9)
"A-= A
A second expression for this area ratio can be obtained in
terms of the Mach number of the flow at the pressure tap,
M, by dividing equation (6) by equation (7); thus
(7+1)
W = M + M 2 2(_-1) (10)
For 7 = 1.4, this becomes
/1) 3= 1.728M M21+0.2 (11)
It follows from equations (9) and (11) that
2"52167(mfP) = 1"728M( 1 )3A ! + 0.2 M 2 (12)
Since the mfp is known from reference 4 and A can be
measured, equation (12) can be solved for M. This has
been carried out through an iterative technique (appen-
dix B). The Mach number, M, and the static pressure, P,
can be used to find the stagnation pressure at the RCS
valve through the relationship
7
(13)
With the stagnation pressures at each RCS nozzle
determined in this way, equation (5) can be used to
provide values of fia for each RCS nozzle. The validity
of this method was demonstrated in reference 5 by com-
paring the results using this method with the results from
the RCS portion of the nonlinear simulation model of the
aircraft, combined with the total bleed measured by the
calibrated engine. A sample of these data appears in
appendix A.
RCS Control Power Usage Determination
The RCS nozzle thrust calculation method that appears in
the nonlinear simulation model (ref. 2) was used with the
flight test pressure tap data and isentropic flow theory to
determine the control power produced by the RCS noz-
zles in hover maneuvers. The thrust produced at each
RCS nozzle, Tnozzle, is determined by the total pressure
at the RCS nozzle (psia), the ambient pressure (psig), the
nozzle thrust parameter, tpnozzle, and RACF:
Tnozzle = -(Ponozzle - Pamb) (tpnozzle) (RACF) (14)
The thrust parameters for the RCS nozzles were
determined as functions of RCS valve deflection in
reference 4 and have units of lbf/psig. The total pressure
values were determined from the static pressure readings
near each RCS nozzle and from the isentropic flow
assumption described in the previous section. The value
of RACF is based on engine nozzle deflection (and hence,
butterfly valve setting), as shown in table 2.
The angle that each RCS nozzle thrust line makes relative
to the aircraft was determined from reference 4 as a
function of each RCS valve opening. These data were
incorporated in the nonlinear simulation model. The RCS
thrust forces are then converted into reaction forces in
aircraft body-axis components as a function of the
respective shutter valve angle, 0. As stated previously, the
shutter valve angles were measured directly throughout
the tests with rotary potentiometers. From figure 5, the
components of the front pitch RCS nozzle thrust in the
positive x and z directions are
Txfp = -Tfp sin (0fp - 7.63 °) (15)
Tzfp = Tfp cos (0fp- 7.63 °)
Similarly, for the aft pitch RCS nozzle,
Txap = Tap sin (0ap - 8°)
(16)
(17)
Tza p = Tap cos (0ap- 8°) (a8)
For the yaw nozzles, thrust directed toward the port side
of the aircraft is considered positive (positive side force),
and the flow deflection angle is always considered
positive. Therefore, the body-axis thrust components are
4
Tyyaw=Tyawcos0yaw (19) Ixx=Ixx(OWE + fuel) + Ixxwater + I XXgea r down (28)
Txyaw = - I Tyaw I sin 0yaw (20)
The left-wing downblowing (lwd) and left-wing
upblowing (lwu) RCS thrust components are calculated
in the following manner, with the reactions from the
right-wing thrusts calculated in a similar fashion:
Tzlw = [Tlw d cos (01wd + 5°)
+ Tlw u cos (01wu + 5°)] (cos 7°) (21)
Tylw = [Tlw d sin (01w d + 5 °)
+ Tlw u sin (01wu + 5°)] (cos 7°) (22)
Tzrw = [Trwd cos (0rwd + 5°)
+ Trwu cos (0rwu + 5°)] (cos 7°) (23)
Tyrw = - [Trwd sin (0rwd + 5°)
+ Trwu sin (0rwu + 5°)] (cos 7°) (24)
The fuel and water levels in the aircraft were measured
during the flights. The aircraft's center of gravity in hover
was determined from these data and from data from the
method used in the nonlinear simulation model. Hence,
the effective moment arm distance for each RCS nozzle
can be calculated and converted into aircraft body-axis
components. The total moment contribution of the RCS
in ft-lbf is simply the nozzle thrust multiplied by the
respective moment arm, as shown in equations (25-27):
LRCStot = T Zlw YIw - Ty Iwz lw + T ZrwYrw - Ty rwz Iw (25)
MRCStot =Txfp Zfp-Tzfp Xfp+Txap Zap-Tzap Xap (26)
NRCStot = Ty yaw x yaw - Tx yaw Yyaw (27)
Fuel weight and water weight are also used to determine
the moments of inertia for the aircraft in the computer
simulation model, in slug-ft 2. These same data were used
for the inertia calculations in this analysis, with appro-
priate additions for the landing gear in its extended
position:
Iyy = I YY(OWE + fuel) + I YYwater+ I YYgear down (29)
Irz =I=(oWE+ fuel) +I_wate r +Izzgeardow n (30)
Dividing the total RCS moments by the respective aircraft
inertia yields the RCS control power in terms of body-
axis angular acceleration, in rad/sec 2.
Description of Flight Tests
The calibrated engine was used to determine total bleed
flow during typical STOVL flight maneuvers, and the
pressure-tap data from these flights were used to deter-
mine the individual RCS nozzle bleed rates and thrust
forces, as described in the previous section. The tests
were conducted under calm air conditions, using two
standard flight profiles.
One flight profile consisted of hovering maneuvers. After
executing a vertical takeoff and stabilizing the aircraft in
hover at a 50-ft nominal altitude, the pilot performed
lateral and longitudinal translations, followed by pedal
turns. The longitudinal translation was accomplished by
changing the pitch attitude of the aircraft, while roll
attitude changes were used to perform the lateral trans-
lation. Maneuvers of this type are used prior to landing
after capturing a hover station offset from the landing
pad. These horizontal translations were followed by an
aggressive, arrested descent, simulating a waveoff after
the initiation of a vertical landing. Each flight ended with
a vertical landing on the runway.
The other flight profile incorporated maneuvers repre-
sentative of STOVL operations. The pilot executed a
short takeoff, then returned to the landing area and
performed an aggressive, decelerating approach to a
stabilized hover, followed by a vertical landing. One
flight ended with a slow, rolling landing.
Test Results
p.
RCS Bleed Air Allocation and Percentage of Available
Bleed Used
Figures 6 through 23 were developed from the total and
individual RCS nozzle bleed flow rates measured, in
flight, on the YAV-8B. Accumulated over the course of
twelve flights, the bleed flow data were grouped
according to maneuver and arranged in order from the
highest to the lowest bleed flow rate. The horizontal axis
indicates the percentage of test time for the particular
maneuver that a given bleed flow (vertical axis) is
exceeded. Using figure 6 as an example, the total bleed
curve shows that for 60% of the time spent in hover, the
total bleed rate exceeded 6.0 ibrn/sec. Likewise, the total
bleed rate exceeded 8.0 Ibm/sec for roughly 4% of the
time spent in hover. It follows that flat portions of these
curves indicate recurring bleed rates, as would be
recorded for an individual RCS nozzle while the aircraft
is in a "quasi-steady" flight condition. Transient control
activity produces a greater scatter in the measured bleed
data, as seen in the small number of peak bleed data
points. The lowest bleed rates often represent leakage
bleed flow rates similar to those measured in ground tests
in reference 5, encountered when the RCS valves are in
their nominally closed settings.
To develop an understanding of the control activity
during the maneuvers in hover, the bleed data collected in
stabilized hover are discussed first and serve as a baseline
for comparison with the remaining flight data. The total
bleed curve in figure 6 indicates that the RCS bleed use in
hover varies from 9.2 to 4.5 lbm/sec. The individual RCS
nozzle bleed flow rates indicate that the roll axis generally
uses the greatest amount of bleed air, followed by the
pitch axis and then the yaw axis. This bleed allocation
generally reflects the sensitivity of the aircraft to distur-
bances in those axes and to the maneuvers involved,
which in turn are strongly influenced by the relative
magnitudes of the moments of inertia of the aircraft. The
upper 6% to 8% of the pitch- and yaw-axis bleed flow
rate curves have a steeper slope than the remaining
portion of each curve, indicating some transient control
activity needed to reject disturbances. The flat portions
of the curves, corresponding to bleed flow rates of
0.5 ibm/sec or less, represent leakage through the nomi-
nally closed RCS nozzles.
Since 75% of the aft pitch nozzle bleed rates exceed the
usual aft pitch nozzle leakage rate, and only 15% of the
front pitch nozzle bleed rates exceed the typical front
pitch nozzle leakage rate, some amount of aft RCS valve
deflection is probably being used to maintain the aircraft
trim state. It is also noteworthy that the lateral stick
inputs, in combination with the SAS outputs used for
hover stabilization, are not of sufficient magnitude to
open the upbiowing portion of the wing RCS nozzles
during any portion of the hover. Bleed usage in hover as a
percentage of available bleed has been plotted in figure 7.
This figure indicates that the Pegasus engine could pro-
vide twice as much bleed as the maximum used by the
RCS in hover. Thus the plot indicates that, in calm air, a
relatively small amount of engine bleed air is adequate for
the control activity used in maintaining a stabilized hover.
The bleed flow distribution for the first hover maneuver
to be examined, longitudinal translation (fig. 8), differs
significantly from the stabilized hover bleed flow
distribution. First, the upper 15% of the total bleed curve
for the longitudinal translation exceeds the highest total
bleed point in the stabilized hover. Second, as the forward
and aft stick motions used to initiate and terminate the
transition are similar, the front and aft pitch nozzle bleed
flow rates are more closely matched in this case than they
were in hover, although the aft pitch nozzle once again
spends less time than the front pitch nozzle in the nomi-
nally closed, leaking position. While.the pitch nozzles
bleed more air during this translation than in hover, the
bleed usage allocation established in the hover case (i.e.,
roll axis receiving most of the bleed, followed by the
pitch and yaw axes) persists for most of this maneuver.
Slightly higher bleed rates for the roll and yaw axes,
along with a smaller number of leakage bleed rate points,
indicate increased activity in the other axes as well. With
regard to available bleed air, figure 9 correlates well with
the total bleed curve in figure 8, both showing a substan-
tial increase in the bleed air demand over that in the hover
case.
Similar changes in the bleed air distribution occur during
lateral translations (fig. 10), but the total bleed magnitude
is closer to that used in hover. As expected, the down-
blowing wing nozzles use the greatest amount of bleed air
because these nozzles are used to initiate and terminate
the maneuver via the roll attitude. Because of the yawing
moment due to inlet momentum during the translation,
the pilot must use the yaw RCS nozzles to maintain the
proper aircraft heading. Consequently, the yaw-axis bleed
rates are high relative to hover. The front pitch nozzle
bleed rate is nearly identical to the aft pitch nozzle bleed
rate, and the bleed rates for each are less than those for
either the roll or yaw axes. Overall, the percentage of
available bleed used, shown in figure 11, is about 5% to
13% higher than that in the hover case. Despite the
coupling between the roll and the yaw axes during the
lateral translation, the increase in bleed rate from the pitch
nozzles during longitudinal translation is greater than that
from the roll nozzles during lateral translation, resulting
in a higher level of total bleed. This is a consequence of
the control power needed to trim the aircraft in pitch ana
the relatively large pitch moment of inertia of the aircraft.
The RCS bleed distribution during pedal turns in hover
appears in figure 12. The number of data points repre-
senting high yaw nozzle bleed rates are indicative of the
pilot pedal inputs that were used to arrest the yaw rate of
the aircraft. These bleed rate magnitudes result from the
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poorinherentyawdampingof the aircraft in hover. The
total bleed curve falls between the levels of bleed used in
the longitudinal and lateral translations. The bleed rates of
the other RCS nozzles are nearly identical to those in the
hover case. The percentage of available bleed used
(fig. 13) is generally only slightly greater than that used
in the lateral translation, despite the poor inherent yaw
damping of the aircraft in hover.
The plot of the bleed air distribution for arrested descents
appears as figure 14. The differences between this plot
and the hover plot in figure 6 are limited to slightly higher
front pitch and roll RCS nozzle control activity during the
arrested descent. The total bleed never exceeds 50% of
the available bleed and nearly matches the corresponding
plot for hover, as figure 15 shows. Thus, the control
activity is essentially that used to maintain a stabilized
hover, with the exception of the throttle inputs necessary
to initiate the descent and arrest the vertical rate.
Apparently no significant changes to aircraft trim occur
during the arrested descent.
As expected, the bleed distribution for the vertical landing
(fig. 16) is similar to the bleed usage for both the arrested
descent and the hover case. The peak bleed values for
vertical landings are somewhat higher than those mea-
sured during arrested descents. These differences could
indicate increased control activity to attain the precision
required in landing the aircraft, or could result from trim
changes as the aircraft enters ground effect. A few of the
peak bleed points in the percentage of available bleed
used plot (fig. 17) are all that make this figure different
from those generated from the hover and arrested-descent
data.
The remaining bleed usage plots (figures 18-23) differ
from those presented up to this point because the
maneuvers occur at airspeeds where the aerodynamic
control surfaces have some effectiveness. The bleed
air usage plot for short takeoffs appears in figure 18.
Although the aircraft is accelerating and the aerodynamic
controls are becoming more effective as the speed of the
aircraft increases, the peak total bleed flow rates for this
maneuver are greater than those recorded during any of
the other maneuvers. The distribution of bleed air by
aircraft axis is similar to that of the other flights, with the
exception of the front pitch RCS nozzle bleed flow rate.
This nozzle bleed rate exceeds those of the other RCS
nozzles for about 30% of the short takeoff. Figure 19,
which shows the percentage of available bleed used,
reflects the high bleed rates shown in figure 18. The bleed
plots for the short takeoff may vary from the other plots
for two reasons. First, just after the aircraft lifts off the
runway, the pilot pitches the nose of the aircraft upward
to attain the desired climb angle. The control inputs
needed to do this would account for most of the front
RCS nozzle bleed rate. Second, since the duration of the
short takeoff is less than that of the hover maneuvers,
extreme bleed usage during any portion of the short
takeoff may skew the results as presented in this format.
The mean bleed levels in this maneuver are at least
comparable to those in the hover maneuvers, despite the
increase in aerodynamic control effectiveness.
In contrast to that for short takeoff, the bleed air
distribution for the approach-to-hover phase (fig. 20)
indicates that the aerodynamic control surfaces are
playing a significant role in the control of the aircraft. The
total and individual RCS nozzle bleed rates do not differ
much from the bleed rates measured in hover. The pitch-
axis bleed air use is somewhat higher, as indicated by
both the front and aft pitch nozzle curves. This is
probably the result of longitudinal pitch trim changes
during the approach to hover; these are caused by engine
nozzle deflection angle changes, flap and drooped aileron
deflections, and the regulation of aircraft deceleration
th_'ough pitch attitude angle. The plot of percentage of
available bleed used (fig. 21) shows a wide variation in
bleed use. Given the relatively low to medium total bleed
rates in figure 20, the highest percentage bleed use
probably occurred while the engine nozzle deflection
angle and the corresponding RCS butterfly valve setting
were small. The availability of bleed air also varies
significantly during the approach as the pilot increases the
engine thrust and RPM while decelerating the aircraft to
zero airspeed. Hence, small RCS valve deflections could
bleed off nearly all of the available air at the initiation of
the approach, while the same valve deflection at high
engine RPM might use only a small percentage of the
available bleed air.
Figure 22 shows the allocation of RCS bleed during
another type of STOVL approach, the slow, rolling
landing. The average bleed levels in this case are similar
to those in the approach to hover. With the exception of
the upper 7% of the front pitch RCS nozzle bleed flow
rate data, the roll axis requires the majority of the bleed.
This difference from the bleed profile for the approach to
hover results from the engine nozzle deflection angles
used in each case. In the approach to hover, the nozzles
are dropped to 81o during the last phase of the approach.
This causes a nose-up pitching moment, which must be
countered with aft RCS nozzle bleed. This moment "
diminishes as the airspeed drops below 50 knots, meaning
less bleed is used for trim as the aircraft slows to hover.
The engine nozzles during the rolling landing, however,
are not deflected beyond 60 °, meaning that fewer
longitudinal pitch trim changes are required than in the
approach to landing. As the aircraft enters ground effect
immediately prior to touchdown, some front RCS nozzle
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bleedisusedtocounteranose-downmomentthatis
impartedtotheaircraft;hisappearsinfigure22asthe
peakbleedpointforthefrontpitchnozzle.Theplotfor
percentageof availablebleedused(fig.23)isnotgreatly
differentfromthehoverplotforthelower90%ofthe
bleedata.Thehighestpercentageofbleedused
coincideswiththefrontRCSnozzlebleedrate.The
availablebleedairislessthanthatinhoverbecauseof
lowerengineRPMduringpartiallywingborneflight.
Hence,thefrontpitchnozzlemaybedemandingearly
alloftheavailablebleedairatthattimeoftheapproach.
Control Power Usage in Hover Maneuvers
For maneuvers in hovering flight, figures 24-29 illustrate
the control power that the RCS provides in terms of
angular accelerations. The absolute value of the control
power used has been plotted, meaning that the rotational
directions of the equivalent angular accelerations have
been ignored. The approach in presenting these control
power usage profiles will be the same as that used in
presenting the allocation of the RCS bleed: the stabilized
hover case will be discussed first, and then compared to
those of the hover maneuvers.
The plot of the control power usage in hovering flight
appears in figure 24. For the upper 50% of the data, the
roll-axis control power usage is about twice that of the
pitch axis. The pitch-axis control usage, in turn, exceeds
that of the yaw axis by at least 0.05 rad/sec 2 for 70% of
the data. Thus, the control power allocation by axis
reflects the bleed air allocation. All of the control power
curves drop to 0 rad/sec 2, indicating instances when the
RCS nozzles are in their nominally closed positions.
The control power usage profile for longitudinal
translations appears in figure 25. The increase in control
activity about all axes, as compared to hover, is readily
apparent in the higher control power usage and the
decrease in the number of data points at 0 rad/sec 2. While
the bleed allocation plot for this case (fig. 8) showed that
the RCS pitch nozzles were using a significant portion of
the engine bleed air, figure 25 shows that pitch control
power usage has increased about 30% but is still sig-
nificantly less than the roll-axis control power usage.
While the peak roll and yaw values are only slightly
higher than their corresponding peak hover values, the
bulk of the control power usage in these axes is greater
than in hover. Although this maneuver involves primarily
longitudinal dynamics, the control activity about the other
axes has increased as well.
The peak control power usage in roll during lateral
translations (fig. 26) is nearly twice the peak value for
this same axis in hover. The lower 80% of the roll control
power usage data are similar to the longitudinal transla-
tion data. While the pitch-axis control power usage is
about the same as that used in hover, pilot and SAS
compensation for the basic aircraft's poor yaw damping
in this maneuver have increased the yaw-axis control
power usage to match or exceed that of the pitch axis.
While control activity increased in all three axes during
the longitudinal translation, the lateral translation
dramatically increased the control power usage in the roll
and yaw axes. The poor yaw damping results from the
yawing moments due to inlet momentum during the
lateral translation; these moments tend to point the
aircraft away from the direction of the translation.
This lack of inherent yaw rate damping also appears
during pedal turns, as reflected in the placement of the
yaw and pitch axis curves in figure 27. The upper 20% of
the yaw-axis control power usage data in this case exceed
those of the lateral translation by as much as 0.1 rad/sec 2.
As in the bleed allocation plot for this maneuver (fig. 12),
the upper 8% of the yaw-axis data points, which form a
"plateau" between 0.3 and 0.27 rad/sec 2, result from
pedal inputs that are used to initiate and terminate the
turns. Pitch-axis control activity in this case does not
differ much from the activity recorded in either hover or
lateral translation, while the roll-axis control power usage
is nearly identical to that measured during the longi-
tudinal translation. For most of the time during this
maneuver, the relative control power usage allocations
by axis are similar to those for other maneuvers.
The control usage profiles for the arrested descent
(fig. 28) and vertical landing (fig. 29) differ only in the
control activity about the pitch axis. The pitch-axis
control power usage for the upper 5% of the data is
greater for the vertical landing, which may be indicative
of the control activity associated with a more precise task.
Comparing both of these figures with the hover case
(fig. 24) reveals that the roll-axis control power usage has
significantly increased for these two maneuvers. This
reflects the aircraft's sensitivity to disturbances about the
roll axis.
RCS Bleed and Control Power Usage Summary
Table 3 presents the range of total RCS bleed use for each
maneuver and flight phase in terms of mass flow rate and
percentage of available bleed used. While the peak ble_d
numbers in this table are not representative of sustained
bleed rates, they do represent peak demands that the RCS
could be expected to meet during the course of normal
operations. The minimum bleed values are not really
significant for the STOL flight phases; for the hover
maneuvers, however, they represent a minimum amount
of RCS leakage plus any bleed required to maintain the
aircrafttrimstate.Thetablemphasizestherelatively
highbleedusageduringthehovermaneuversandthe
widerangeofbleeduseduringtheshorttakeoff(STO).
TheSTOLmaneuvershavehighpeakvaluesfortheper-
centageofbleedused;thesepeaksmaycorrespondto
portionsofthoseflights where the engine RPM, and
hence the bleed air available to the RCS, is less than that
used in a typical hover.
While the engine must be capable of providing these peak
bleed rates to the RCS, a more important characteristic of
the Pegasus engine is the sustained bleed rate during
hover and STOVL maneuvers that the engine can provide
without serious thrust degradation. The mean bleed rates
and mean percentages of bleed used in table 4 are repre-
sentative of the YAV-8B's sustained bleed capabilities
for the STOVL maneuvers listed in table 3. While the
peak bleed rates in table 3 for the STO maneuvers were
Table 3. Summary of RCS bleed use during
maneuvers
Maneuver Range of
RCS bleed
use, lbm/sec
Range of RCS bleed
use, as percentage
of available bleed
Hover 4.4 - 9.2 23% - 50%
Longitudinal 4.1 - 14.8 21% - 88%
translation
Lateral translation 4.4 - 11.8 22% - 64%
Pedal turn 4.0 - 12.4 20% - 70%
Arrested descent 3.7 - 9.6 18% - 49%
Vertical landing 3.8 - 11.4 19% - 94%
STO 0.2 - 18.6 2% - 93%
Approach to hover 0.9 - 12.3 8% - 93%
Slow landing 3.4 - 11.8 24% - 96%
Table 4. Time mean bleed rates for hover and
STOVL maneuvers
Maneuver Time mean
bleed,
lbm[sec
Mean of
percentage of
bleed used,%
Hover
Longitudinal translation
Lateral translation
Pedal turn
Arrested descent
Vertical landing
STO
Approach to hover
Slow landing
6.31
7.29
7.32
7.16
5.97
6.00
6.53
5.98
5.33
32.62
41.01
38.83
38.39
31.73
32.29
34.74
45.78
39.02
high, the longitudinal translation, the lateral translation,
the pedal turn in hover, and the slow, rolling landing
make a greater average bleed demand on the engine. The
mean percentage of available bleed used is about 40% for
each of these maneuvers. The remaining maneuvers use
30% to 35% of the available bleed.
Table 5 presents the peak control power use, by axis and
maneuver. As was the case in table 3, the RCS must be
capable of producing these levels of control power, but
these numbers do not represent sustained operation.
Generally, the peak RCS control power use for each axis
coincides with the hover maneuver that requires attitude
changes about that axis. The roll-axis control power use
is greater than the pitch- and yaw-axis control power use
for the hover, arrested descent, and vertical landing
maneuvers.
Table 5. Peak RCS control power use by axis during
hover maneuvers
Maximum control power use, rad/sec 2
Maneuver Pitch axis Roll axis Yaw axis
Hover 0.26 0.56 0.15
Longitudinal 0.45 0.60 0.18
translation
Lateral 0.26 1.23 0.20
translation
Pedal turn 0.19 0.79 0.30
Arrested 0.14 0.63 0.15
descent
Vertical 0.34 0.68 0. i 5
landing
Lastly, the time mean control power usage presented in
table 6 is representative of sustained control demands
during the hover maneuvers. Since the signs of the control
power usage data were dropped, the mean of the control
power data as presented figures 24-29 is the time mean
control power usage. The greatest time mean control
power use about the pitch and yaw axes coincides with
the hover maneuver that requires attitude changes about
those axes. The roll-axis time mean control power use
shows little variation between the pedal turn, arrested
descent, and the lateral and longitudinal translations,
despite the differences in the peak values of roll controk
usage in table 5. The table 6 values reflect nearly
continuous control activity about the roll axis, regardless
of the maneuver.
Table 6. Time mean control power use during hover
maneuvers
Time mean control power use, rad/sec 2
Maneuver Pitch axis Roll axis Yaw axis
Hover 0.070 0.161 0.030
Longitudinal 0.106 0.389 0.037
translation
Lateral 0.049 0.395 0.057
translation
Pedal turn 0.059 0.396 0.075
Arrested 0.050 0.380 0.027
descent
Vertical 0.059 0.315 0.022
landing
The relatively high control power demands for both the
roll and yaw axes during the pedal turn and the lateral
translation show the coupling between these two axes as a
result of inlet momentum effects.
Conclusions
Using a calibrated Rolls-Royce Pegasus engine and
existing flight instrumentation, total and individual RCS
nozzle bleed flow rates were measured during hover and
transition maneuvers of the NASA Ames YAV-8B
Harrier. The total bleed data have been presented in terms
of mass flow rate and as a percentage of the available
engine bleed. The RCS nozzle thrust forces, as deter-
mined from the individual RCS nozzle total pressure data,
and the aircraft moments of inertia, as determined by the
operating aircraft weight plus the fuel and water weights,
were used to determine the control power provided by the
RCS during these same flights.
Generally, the RCS bleed and control power usage is
greatest for the roll axis, followed by that for the pitch
axis and then that for the yaw axis. This bleed air dis-
tribution reflects the relative sensitivity of the aircraft to
disturbances about each axis. Hover maneuvers, such as
longitudinal and lateral translations and pedal turns, were
found to create the greatest sustained bleed and control
power demands. The peak bleed use occurred during
STOL flight phases, such as STO and the transition from
conventional flight to hover.
The peak bleed and control power use data can be used in
sizing the high-bleed, short-duration capabilities of a new
RCS design, while the time mean bleed and mean control
power use data indicate long-term, sustained bleed per-
formance that an RCS should provide without degra-
dation of engine thrust. In this manner, the success of the
Harrier RCS design can be exploited in the design of
future STOVL aircraft. Additionally, the RCS bleed and
control power demands presented here can serve as a
performance standard for advanced control designs for the
Harrier or for the attitude control system of any STOVL
aircraft.
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Appendix A
RCS Nozzle Mass Flow Parameter
Adjustments for Leakage
Ground tests were performed with NASA Ames'
YAV-8B to validate the nonlinear simulation model
representation of the RCS bleed and leakage. The aircraft
was equipped with the duct pressure taps, rotary poten-
tiometers, and the calibrated engine described in the main
text. Results from these ground tests are presented in
reference 5. Modifications to the mass flow parameters
representing leakage are presented here, along with a
sample of the test data to illustrate the effects of these
changes.
Analysis of these tests compared the RCS bleed deter-
mination method of the nonlinear aircraft simulation
model and the isentropic flow theory method (as shown
in the main text in eqs. (5) through (13)) to total bleed
measurements from the calibrated engine. The first
ground tests determined the bleed rates through each RCS
nozzle when each valve was opened independently of the
valves on the remaining RCS nozzles. The engine nozzles
were fixed at a 40 ° downward deflection from the
horizontal, setting the RCS butterfly valve in the fully
open position. During the testing of each RCS nozzle, the
other valve linkages were disconnected to prevent
inadvertent valve openings on the remaining nozzles.
Bleed flow data were collected for throttle settings
between 85% and 100% of maximum RPM, with the
pilot opening each valve in a series of stepped control
deflections.
Additional bleed flow measurements were recorded with
the valves closed, the engine nozzle deflection angle fixed
at 40 °, and the RPM varied from 85% to 100%. This
provided data on the combined leakage of the valves.
Figure A1 shows typical results Using the RCS nozzle
mass flow parameter data from reference 4. Note that the
total bleed resulting from the simulation model and from
isentropic flow theory generally agree, but disagree with
the total bleed calculated from the engine calibration
equations by roughly a constant. Both analytical methods
predict a higher level of bleed flow usage than was
actually demanded from the engine. Since the engine
calibration data are considered accurate, an error in the
mass flow parameters representing leakage was sus-
pected. These parameters would be "constant" factors
when only one valve is open, since the other RCS valves
are nominally closed.
To determine if errors existed in the leakage mass flow
parameters, the minimum-bleed, fixed engine nozzle data
were examined. The total bleed flow measured in this
case represents the total installed RCS leakage for the
RCS valves in their nominally closed positions. On the
basis of these data and the remaining results from the
individual valve-opening tests, it was decided to adjust
the mass flow parameters representing the valve leakage.
RCS bleed flow data from all of the ground tests
involving individual RCS nozzle openings were used to
determine the leakage corrections. The total bleed flow as
predicted from isentropic flow theory, rh tOtisen, and the
total bleed flow as predicted by the simulation model,
fiatOtsim, are the sums of the RCS nozzle bleed flow rates.
In mathematical form
fiatot i_n = ril fPisen + ril api_ n + ril rWisen
+ lh lw isen + ril yaw isen (AI)
rntotsim = rilfPsim + lhapsim + riirwsi m
+ m lwsim + m yaw sim (A2)
The simulation model and isentropic flow theory
calculate reasonable mass flow rates for open RCS
nozzles. Hence, the actual leakage is defined as the total
mass flow rate determined from the engine calibration
minus the amount that is being bled through the currently
open RCS nozzle, or
lia tot eag - ria(nozzle in use)i_n = ril leakageisen (A3)
rn toteag - rn (nozzle in use) sim = rn leakagesim (A4)
The values of rhtoteng, rntotsi m, and rntotise n for the
individual nozzle tests contain the mass flow rate of the
open RCS nozzle. Therefore, the difference between
rh toteng and the other total mass flow rates represents the
error in the RCS leakage for each calculation method. The
percentage error in mass flow leakage for the closed (but
still leaking) RCS valves is given by
p.
Error in Total Bleed Flow
% Error in RCS Leakage - x 100%
Actual Leakage
(AS)
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%ErrorinRCSLeakage,IsentropicFlowTheory
rhtoteng - hatOtisen (A6)
= x 100%
m leakageise n
% Error in RCS Leakage, Simulation
hatot eng - hat°t sim (A7)
= × 100%
haleakagesi m
These errors were averaged between the simulation model
and the isentropic flow method and used to recalculate the
RCS leakage mass flow parameters. Table A1 lists the
original closed-valve mfp values and their revised values.
The difference between the new and old mfp values is
approximately 40%.
Table A1. Revised RCS nozzle leakage characteristics
RCS Original leakage Revised
nozzle mass flow leakage mass
parameter fl0w parameter
m 'Po) (m 'Po)
Front pitch 0.120 0.072
Downblowing wing 0.150 0.089
Upblowing wing 0.120 0.072
Rear pitch/yaw 0.200 0.125
Figure A2 shows the total bleed results after the leakage
mfp revision for the same left roll valve input illustrated
in figure A1. These revised mfp leakage values were used
in the determination of the individual RCS nozzle bleed
flow rates presented in this report.
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Appendix B
Iteration Method to Determine Mach
Number at Each Pressure Tap
Let A* be the cross-sectional area of the RCS nozzle
opening, where M = 1. The duct cross-sectional area
where pressure tap i is located is represented by Ai. The
area ratio A R is defined as
A m
A R = A--T (BI)
The area ratio is used as the initial estimate for the Mach
number at the pressure-tap location, M n- Equation (B2)
determines successive values of Mach number:
LetM i =M n + A, IAI <Mn, where Mn equals an initial
estimate of Mi. Substituting into equation (B5):
A R =
1.728(M n + A)
[1 + 0.2(M n + A)2] 3
Expanding the denominator
A R =
1.728(M n + A)
(B6)
Assuming A2 is small
Mn+l =Mn + A (B2) AR --_
The interval A is determined by the expression
(B7)
1.728(M n + A)
(,+oaMen+04Mn4' (B8)
(A R 1+ 0.2M - 1.728M n
A=
1"728- I'2ARMn(I + 0"2M2) 2 (B3)
The iteration on Mach number continues until the
absolute value of A is less than 1 x 10 -6. The stagnation
pressure calculation, equation (13) in the text, uses this
final value of Mach number.
The remainder of the appendix shows the derivation of
equation (B3) from isentropic flow theory. Mi, the Mach
number at the pressure tap, is related to AR and the ratio
of specific heats, T, as follows:
(T+l)
AR =MiI/T___)(I+__M2)] 2(,-I)
Assuming "y= 1.4 for air
(B4)
1.728(M n + A)
Solving for A
2>31,2Mn,](,+02Mn
AR(I + 0.2M2)3 + AR(I.2MnA)(I + 0.2M2) 2
= 1.728(M n + A)
(B9)
(BI0)
A R 1+0.2M - 1.728M n
A=
1"728- I'2ARMn(I + 0"2M2) 2 (BII)
1.728M i
A R - (B5)
(1 +0.2M2) 3
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Figure 6. RCS bleed air usage during hover.
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Figure 7. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during hover.
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Figure 9. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during longitudinal translations.
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Figure 10. RCS bleed air usage during lateral translations.
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Figure 11. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during lateral translations.
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Figure 12. RCS bleed air usage during pedal tums.
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Figure 13. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during pedal tums.
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Figure 14.RCS bleed air usage during arrested descents.
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Figure 15. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during arrested descents.
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Figure 16.RCS bleed air usage during vertical landings.
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Figure 17. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during vertical landings.
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Figure 19. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during short takeoff.
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Figure 20. RCS bleed air usage during approach and transition to hover.
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Figure 21. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during approach and transition to hover.
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Figure 22. RCSbleed air usage during slow, rolling landing.
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Figure 23. Percentage of available RCS bleed air used during slow landing.
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Figure 24. RCS control power during hover.
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Figure 25. RCS control power during longitudinal translations.
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Figure 26. RCS control power during lateral translations.
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Figure 27. RCS controlpower dudngpedal turns.
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Figure 28. RCScontrol power during arrested descents.
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Figure 29. RCS control power during vertical landings.
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Figure A 1. Total bleed flow comparison for left roll valve deflections, _n -- 40°, 90% maximum rpm, original mfp.
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